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Abstract
We reconstruct the Ashtekar’s canonical formulation of N = 2 super-
gravity (SUGRA) starting from the N = 2 chiral Lagrangian derived by
closely following the method employed in the usual SUGRA. In order to
get the full graded algebra of the Gauss, U(1) gauge and right-handed
supersymmetry (SUSY) constraints, we extend the internal, global O(2)
invariance to local one by introducing a cosmological constant to the chi-
ral Lagrangian. The resultant Lagrangian does not contain any auxiliary
fields in contrast with the 2-form SUGRA and the SUSY transformation
parameters are not constrained at all. We derive the canonical formula-
tion of the N = 2 theory in such a manner as the relation with the usual
SUGRA be explicit at least in classical level, and show that the algebra
of the Gauss, U(1) gauge and right-handed SUSY constraints form the
graded algebra, G2SU(2). Furthermore, we introduce the graded vari-
ables associated with the G2SU(2) algebra and we rewrite the canonical
constraints in a simple form in terms of these variables. We quantize the
theory in the graded-connection representation and discuss the solutions
of quantum constraints.
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1
1. Introduction
The nonperturbative canonical treatment of supergravity (SUGRA) in terms of
the Ashtekar variable [1] was firstly discussed about the simplest N = 1 theory
in [2]. In this theory the chiral Lagrangian was constructed by using the self-dual
connection which couples to only a right-handed spin-3/2 field, and this Lagrangian
has two kinds of right- and left-handed supersymmetry (SUSY) invariances in the
first-order formalism. Therefore two types of the SUSY constraints, which generate
those SUSY transformations, appear in the canonical formulation. Fu¨lo¨p [3] and
Armand-Ugon et al. [4] showed that in N = 1 chiral SUGRA the SU(2) algebra
generated by the Gauss-law constraint is graded by means of the right-handed SUSY
constraint. All the constraints were also rewritten in a simple form in [4] towards a
loop representation of quantum canonical SUGRA, by using graded connection and
momentum variables associated with the graded algebra which is called the GSU(2)
algebra [5]. 1 Furthermore the spin network states [6] of SUGRA was recently
constructed in [7] based on the representation of this graded algebra.
The extension of the Ashtekar’s canonical formulation to N = 2 extended
SUGRA was mainly developed in the context of the 2-form gravity [8, 9, 10]. The
chiral Lagrangian of N = 2 SUGRA was constructed in [8, 9] based on the N = 1
2-form SUGRA [11] with auxiliary fields which are needed to write the chiral (2-
form) Lagrangian: It was proved that the SUSY algebra is not closed at the level
of transformation algebra on auxiliary fields, but actually closes at the level of the
canonical formulation. On the other hand, in [10] the canonical formulation of the
BF theory as a toplogical field theory [12] was derived for an appropriate graded
1In Ref. [7] it is pointed out that the algebra of GSU(2) corresponds to the super Lie algebra,
Osp(1/2).
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algebra of SU(2) (which henceforth will be referred to as G2SU(2) 2 following [10]),
and it was shown that the G2SU(2) BF theory subject to some algebaic constraints
can be cast into the N = 2 2-form SUGRA.
In this paper we reconstruct the Ashtekar’s canonical formulation of N = 2
SUGRA starting from the N = 2 chiral Lagrangian derived by closely following
the method employed in the usual SUGRA. In Sec. 2 we present the globally O(2)
invariant Lagrangian of N = 2 chiral SUGRA slightly modified from the Lagrangian
in [14]. In order to get the full graded algebra of the Gauss, U(1) gauge and right-
handed SUSY constraints, we extend in Sec. 3 the internal, global O(2) invariance
to local one by introducing a cosmological constant to the chiral Lagrangian. The
resultant Lagrangian does not contain any auxiliary fields in contrast with the 2-
form SUGRA and the SUSY transformation parameters are not constrained at all.
In Sec. 4 we derive the canonical formulation of the N = 2 theory in such a manner
as the relation with the usual SUGRA be explicit at least in classical level, and we
show that the algebra of the Gauss, U(1) gauge and right-handed SUSY constraints
form the graded algebra, G2SU(2). In Sec. 5 we introduce the graded variables
associated with the G2SU(2) algebra and rewrite the canonical constraints in a
simple form in terms of these variables. We quantize the theory in the graded-
connection representation and discuss the solutions of quantum constraints in Sec.
6. Our conclusions are included in Sec. 7.
2. The globally O(2) invariant Lagrangian
Firstly we present the chiral Lagrangian of N = 2 SUGRA constructed in [14].
The independent variables are a tetrad eiµ, two (Majorana) Rarita-Schwinger fields
2 The algebra of G2SU(2) corresponds to the super Lie algebra, Osp(2/2) [13].
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ψ(I)µ , a Maxwell field Aµ and a (complex) self-dual connection A
(+)
ijµ which satisfies
(1/2)ǫij
klA
(+)
klµ = iA
(+)
ijµ .
3 The N = 2 chiral Lagrangian density in terms of these
variables is written in first-order form as
L(+)N=2 = −
i
2
ǫµνρσeiµe
j
νR
(+)
ijρσ − ǫµνρσψ(I)RµγρD(+)σ ψ(I)Rν −
e
2
(F (−)µν )
2
+
1
4
√
2
ψ
(I)
µ {e(F µν + Fˆ µν) + iγ5(F˜ µν + ˜ˆF
µν
)}ψ(J)ν ǫ(I)(J)
+
i
8
ǫµνρσ(ψ
(I)
Lµψ
(J)
Rν )ψ
(K)
Rρ ψ
(L)
Lσ ǫ
(I)(J)ǫ(K)(L), (2.1)
which is globally O(2) invariant. Here e denotes det(eiµ), ǫ
(I)(J) = −ǫ(J)(I) and
F (−)µν := (1/2)(F µν+ ie−1F˜ µν) with F˜ µν = (1/2)ǫµνρσFρσ. The covariant derivative
D(+)µ and the curvature R
(+)ij
µν are
D(+)µ := ∂µ +
i
2
A
(+)
ijµS
ij ,
R(+)ijµν := 2(∂[µA
(+)ij
ν] + A
(+)i
k[µA
(+)kj
ν]), (2.2)
while Fˆµν in the second line of (2.1) is defined as
Fˆµν := Fµν − 1√
2
ψ
(I)
µ ψ
(J)
ν ǫ
(I)(J). (2.3)
Note that we have used (F (−)µν )
2 as the Maxwell kinetic term in Eq. (2.1), which
allows us to rewrite the canonical constraints in terms of the graded variables asso-
ciated with the graded algebra, G2SU(2), as will be explained later. In this respect
the chiral Lagrangian of Eq. (2.1) differs from that constructed in [14].
The last four-fermion contact term in Eq. (2.1) is pure imaginary but this term
is necessary to reproduce the Lagrangian of the usual N = 2 SUGRA in the second-
order formalism. Indeed, if we solve the equation δL(+)N=2/δA(+) = 0 with respect to
3 Greek letters µ, ν, . . ., are spacetime indices, Lattin letters i, j, . . ., are local Lorentz indices
and (I), (J), . . . (= (1), (2)), denote O(2) internal indices. We take the Minkowski metric ηij =
diag(−1,+1,+1,+1) and the totally antisymmetric tensor ǫijkl is normalized as ǫ0123 = +1. We
define ǫµνρσ and ǫ
µνρσ as tensor densities which take values of +1 or −1.
4
A
(+)
ijµ and use the obtained solution in the first two terms in Eq. (2.1), then those
terms give rise to a number of four-fermion contact terms, which are complex with
the imaginary term being written as
i
8
ǫµνρσTλµνT
λ
ρσ = − i
16
ǫµνρσ(ψ
(I)
Rµγλψ
(K)
Rν )ψ
(J)
Rργ
λψ
(L)
Rσ ǫ
(I)(J)ǫ(K)(L), (2.4)
where the torsion tensor is defined by T iµν = −2D[µeiν] with Dµeiν = ∂µeiν + Aijµejν .
The last term in Eq. (2.1), on the other hand, can be rewritten as
i
8
ǫµνρσ(ψ
(I)
Lµψ
(J)
Rν )ψ
(K)
Rρ ψ
(L)
Lσ ǫ
(I)(J)ǫ(K)(L)
=
i
16
ǫµνρσ(ψ
(I)
Rµγλψ
(K)
Rν )ψ
(J)
Rργ
λψ
(L)
Rσ ǫ
(I)(J)ǫ(K)(L) (2.5)
by using a Fierz transformation, and exactly cancels with the pure imaginary term
of Eq. (2.4). Therefore the L(+)N=2[second order] of N = 2 chiral SUGRA is reduced
to that of the usual one up to imaginary boundary terms; namely, we have
L(+)N=2[second order] = LN=2 usual SUGRA[second order]
−1
4
∂µ{ǫµνρσ(ψ(I)ν γρψ(I)σ + 2iAν∂ρAσ)}. (2.6)
Note that a boundary term quadratic in the Maxwell field Aµ appears in (2.6) since
we choose (F (−)µν )
2 as the kinetic term in Eq. (2.1).
3. Gauging the O(2) invariance
The global O(2) invariance of Eq. (2.1) can be gauged by introducing a minimal
coupling for ψ(I)µ and Aµ, which automatically requires a spin-3/2 mass-like term
and a cosmological term in the Lagrangian [15]. These three terms are written as
Lcosm = λ
2
ǫµνρσψ
(I)
µ γρψ
(J)
ν Aσǫ
(I)(J)
−
√
2iλe ψ
(I)
µ S
µνψ(I)ν + 6λ
2e (3.1)
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with the gauge coupling constant λ. Here the cosmological constant Λ is related to
λ as Λ = −6λ2. Note that the first term of Eq. (3.1) is comparable with the kinetic
term of ψ
(I)
Rµ in Eq. (2.1), since this term can be rewritten as
λ
2
ǫµνρσψ
(I)
µ γρψ
(J)
ν Aσǫ
(I)(J) = λǫµνρσψ
(I)
Rµγρψ
(J)
RνAσǫ
(I)(J). (3.2)
We denote the chiral Lagrangian as the sum of Eqs. (2.1) and (3.1); namely,
L(+) := L(+)N=2 + Lcosm. (3.3)
Because of Eq. (2.6), the L(+) of Eq.(3.3) in the second-order formalism is invariant
under the SUSY transformation of the usual gauged N = 2 SUGRA [15] given by
δeiµ = i α
(I)γiψ(I)µ ,
δAµ =
√
2 ǫ(I)(J)α(I)ψ(J)µ ,
δψ(I)µ = 2{Dµ[A(e, ψ(I))]α(I) − λǫ(I)(J)Aµα(J)}
+
i√
2
ǫ(I)(J)
(
Fˆµνγ
ν +
i
2
e ǫµνρσFˆ
ρσγνγ5
)
α(J)
−
√
2i λγµα
(I) (3.4)
with Aijµ(e, ψ
(I)) in δψ(I)µ being defined as the sum of the Ricci rotation coefficients
Aijµ(e) and Kijµ which is expressed as
Kijµ =
i
4
(ψ
(I)
[i γ|µ|ψ
(I)
j] + ψ
(I)
[i γ|j|ψ
(I)
µ] − ψ
(I)
[j γ|i|ψ
(I)
µ] ). (3.5)
On the other hand, the first-order (i.e.,“off-shell”) SUSY invariance of L(+) may be
realized by introducing the right- and left-handed SUSY transformations as in the
case of N = 1 chiral SUGRA [2, 16].
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4. The canonical formulation of N = 2 chiral SUGRA
Starting with the chiral Lagrangian L(+) of Eq. (3.3), let us derive the canonical
formulation of N = 2 chiral SUGRA by means of the (3+1) decomposition of space-
time. For this purpose we assume that the topology of spacetime M is Σ × R for
some three-manifold Σ so that a time coordinate function t is defined on M . Then
the time component of the tetrad can be defined as 4
eit = Nn
i +Naeia. (4.1)
Here ni is the timelike unit vector orthogonal to eia, i.e., n
ieia = 0 and n
ini =
−1, while N and Na denote the lapse function and the shift vector, respectively.
Furthermore, we give a restriction on the tetrad with the choice ni = (−1, 0, 0, 0)
in order to simplify the Legendre transform of Eq. (3.3). Once this choice is made,
eIa becomes tangent to the constant t surfaces Σ and e0a = 0. Therefore we change
the notation eIa to EIa below. We also take the spatial restriction of the totally
antisymmetric tensor ǫµνρσ as ǫabc := ǫt
abc, while ǫIJK := ǫ0
IJK .
Under the above gauge condition of the tetrad, the (3+1) decomposition of Eq.
(3.3) yields the kinetic terms, 5
L(+)kin = E˜aI A˙Ia − π˜(I)Aaψ˙(I)Aa + +π˜aA˙a, (4.2)
4Latin letters a, b, · · · are the spatial part of the spacetime indices µ, ν, · · ·, and capital letters
I, J, · · · denote the spatial part of the local Lorentz indices i, j, · · ·.
5 For convenience of calculation we use the two-component spinor notation in the canoni-
cal formulation. Two-component spinor indices A,B, . . ., and A′, B′, . . ., are raised and lowered
with antisymmetric spinors ǫAB, ǫAB, and their conjugates ǫ
A′B′ , ǫA′B′ , such that ψ
A = ǫABψB
and ϕB = ϕ
AǫAB. The Infeld-van der Waerden symbol σiAA′ are taken in this paper to be
(σ0, σI) := (−i/
√
2)(I, τI) with τI being the Pauli matrices. We also define the symbol σIA
B (which
is called the SU(2) soldering form in [1]) by using nAA
′
= niσi
AA′ as σIA
B := −√2iσIAA′nBA′ =
(i/
√
2)(τI)AB .
7
where AIa := −2A(+)0Ia and (π˜(I)Aa, +π˜a) are defined by 6
π˜(I)A
a :=
δL(+)
δψ˙(I)Aa
= −
√
2i ǫabcEIc ψ
(I)A′
bσIAA′, (4.3)
+π˜a :=
δL(+)
δA˙a
= π˜a + i B˜a (4.4)
with
π˜a :=
e
2N2
qab{ 2 (Ftb −NdFdb)
−
√
2 (ψ
(I)
t ψ
(J)
b −Ndψ(I)d ψ(J)b )ǫ(I)(J)}
− i
2
√
2
ǫabcψ
(I)
b γ5ψ
(J)
c ǫ
(I)(J), (4.5)
B˜a =
1
2
ǫabcFbc. (4.6)
In Eq. (4.5) the Majorana spinors ψ(I)µ are used for simplicity. On the other hand,
the constraints are obtained from the variation of L(+) with respect to Lagrange
multipliers. Here we raise, in particular, the Gauss, U(1) gauge, right-handed SUSY
and left-handed SUSY constraints expressed by the canonical variables as follows;
namely, 7
GI := δL
(+)
δΛIt
= DaE˜aI −
i√
2
π˜(I)A
aσI
A
Bψ
(I)B
a = 0, (4.7)
g :=
δL(+)
δAt
= ∂a
+π˜a + λ ψ(I)Aaπ˜
(J)
A
aǫ(I)(J) = 0, (4.8)
RS(I)A :=
δL(+)
δψ(I)At
= Daπ˜(I)Aa + 1√
2
+π˜a ψ(J)BaǫABǫ
(I)(J)
+λ (2iE˜aI σ
I
ABψ
(I)B
a − π˜(J)AaAaǫ(I)(J)) = 0, (4.9)
LS(I)A :=
δL(+)
δρ(I)At
= −
√
2 E˜aI E˜
b
J(σ
IσJ)A
B
[
2(D[aψ(I)Cb] − λ A[aψ(J)Cb]ǫ(I)(J))ǫBC
6 The derivative for fermionic variables is treated as the left derivative unless stated otherwise.
7 We note that the +π˜a appears in Eqs. (4.8), (4.9) and (4.10). If we use (Fµν)
2 as the Maxwell
kinetic term in Eq. (2.1), the π˜a (and not +π˜a) will appear in Eq. (4.8), and it is not possible to
rewrite the canonical constraints in terms of the graded variables.
+
i√
2
λ ǫabcπ˜
(I)
B
c
]
+
i
2
E−2ǫdef ǫagh(σ
IσJσKσL)A
Bǫ(I)(J)E˜eI E˜
f
J E˜
g
KE˜
h
Lπ˜
(J)
B
d
×
[
ǫabc
{
Fbc +
1√
2
ǫCD(ψ
(K)C
bψ
(L)D
c)ǫ
(K)(L)
}
+ i +π˜a
]
= 0, (4.10)
where the Lagrange multipliers, ΛIt and ρ
(I)A
t, are defined by
ΛIt := −2A(+)0I t, ρ(I)At := E−1ψ(I)A′t nAA
′
, (4.11)
and the covariant derivatives on Σ are
DaE˜aI := ∂aE˜aI + iǫIJKAJaE˜Ka,
Daπ˜(I)Aa := ∂aπ˜(I)Aa − i√
2
AABaπ˜(I)Ba. (4.12)
The left-handed SUSY constraint of Eq. (4.10) is not polynomial because of the
factor E−2, but the rescaled E2(LS(I)A ) becomes polynomial because
E2 =
1
6
ǫabcǫ
IJKE˜aI E˜
b
JE˜
c
K . (4.13)
The above canonical constraints (except for the Gauss constraint) have expressions
different from those for the N = 2 2-form SUGRA [8, 9]. This seems to originate
from difference in the definition of momentum variables, in particular the momentum
conjugate to the Maxwell field.
Now, by using the non-vanishing Poisson brackets 8 among the canonical vari-
ables,
{AIa(x), E˜J b(y)} = δIJδbaδ3(x− y),
8The Poisson brackets are defined for canonical variables (qi, p˜i) by using the right and left
derivatives as {F,G} := ∫ d3z[(δRF/δqi(z))(δLG/δp˜i(z))− (−1)|i|(δRF/δp˜i(z))(δLG/δqi(z))] with
| i |= 0 for an even (commuting) qi while | i |= 1 for an odd (anticommuting) qi.
9
{ψ(I)Aa(x), π˜(J)Bb(y)} = −δ(I)(J)δABδbaδ3(x− y),
{Aa(x), +π˜b(y)} = δbaδ3(x− y), (4.14)
we show that the Gauss, U(1) gauge and right-handed SUSY constraints of Eqs.
(4.7)-(4.9) form the graded algbra, G2SU(2). In fact, if we define the smeared
functions,
GI [ΛI ] :=
∫
Σ
d3x ΛIGI ,
g[a] :=
∫
Σ
d3x a g,
RS(I)A [ξ(I)A] :=
∫
Σ
d3x ξ(I)A RS(I)A (4.15)
for convenience of the calculation, the Poisson brackets of GI , g and RS(I)A are ob-
tained as
{GI [ΛI ], GJ [ΓJ ]} = GI [Λ′I ],
{GI [ΛI ], g[a]} = 0 = {g[a], g[b]},
{GI [ΛI ], RS(I)A [ξ(I)A]} = RS(I)A [ξ′(I)A],
{g[a], RS(I)A [ξ(I)A]} = λ RS(I)A [ξ′′(I)A],
{RS(I)A [ξ(I)A], RS(J)B [η(J)B]} = λ GI [Λ′′I ] + g[a′] (4.16)
with the parameters, Λ′I ,Λ′′I , ξ′(I)A, ξ′′(I)A and a′, being defined as
Λ′I := i ǫIJKΛJΓK ,
Λ′′I := 2i ξ(I)Aη(J)BσIABδ
(I)(J),
ξ′(I)A :=
i√
2
ΛIξ(I)BσIB
A,
ξ′′(I)A := −a ξ(J)Aǫ(I)(J),
a′ :=
1√
2
ξ(I)Aη(J)BǫABǫ
(I)(J). (4.17)
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The algebra of Eq. (4.16) coincides with the graded algebra, G2SU(2), which was
first introduced in [10] in the framework of the BF theory.
5. The graded variables associated with the G2SU(2) alge-
bra
In N = 1 chiral SUGRA, the graded variables of GSU(2) was introduced based
on the graded algebra which is satisfied by the Gauss and right-handed SUSY con-
straints [3, 4]. These graded variables simplify the expressions of all the canonical
constraints, and therefore it becomes easier to find exact solutions of quantum con-
straints [4].
In order to introduce the graded variables of G2SU(2) in N = 2 chiral SUGRA,
let us define the generators
Jiˆ := (JI , Jα, J8), (5.1)
which satisfy the same algebra as that of the constraints
Ciˆ := (GI , RSα, g8), (5.2)
where (RSα, g8) stand for (RS(I)A , g), and the index iˆ runs over (I, α, 8) with α :=
(I)A. Namely, we suppose that the Jiˆ satisfy the G
2SU(2) algebra
[Jiˆ, Jjˆ} = f iˆjˆ kˆJkˆ (5.3)
with f iˆjˆ
kˆ being the structure constant determined from Eq. (4.16). The fundamental
representation of this algebra is given by
J1 =
1
2


0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 , J2 = 12


0 −i 0 0
i 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 , J3 = 12


1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 ,
11
J
(1)
1 =
√
λ√
2
i


0 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 , J (1)2 =
√
λ√
2
i


0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0

 ,
J
(2)
1 =
√
λ√
2
i


0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0

 , J (2)2 =
√
λ√
2
i


0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0

 ,
J8 = λ


0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1
0 0 1 0

 . (5.4)
The supertrace [18] of the bilinear forms, STr(JiˆJjˆ), is given by
STr(JIJJ) =
1
2
δIJ , STr(JαJβ) = STr(J
(I)
A J
(J)
B ) =
√
2λǫABδ
(I)(J),
STr(J8J8) = 2λ
2, STr(JIJα) = 0 = STr(JIJ8) = STr(JαJ8), (5.5)
where the supertrace for a G2SU(2) matrixM is defined by STr(M) = M11+M22−
M33 −M44. We introduce the metric giˆjˆ for G2SU(2), which is of block-diagonal
form, by
giˆjˆ := 2 STr(JiˆJjˆ) = (δIJ , 2
√
2λǫABδ
(I)(J), 4λ2). (5.6)
Here we nomalize giˆjˆ so that the condition gIJ = δIJ be satisfied. The inverse g
iˆjˆ is
given by
g iˆjˆ =
(
δIJ ,− 1
2
√
2λ
ǫABδ(I)(J),
1
4λ2
)
. (5.7)
We shall lower or raise the index iˆ by using giˆjˆ and g
iˆjˆ. For example, the J iˆ with
upper index iˆ is defined by J iˆ := g iˆjˆJjˆ .
As is seen from Eq. (4.2), the sets of the fields,
Aiˆa := (AIa, ψαa := ψ(I)Aa, A8a := Aa), (5.8)
E˜ iˆa = (E˜Ia, −π˜αa := −π˜(I)Aa, +π˜a8 := +π˜a), (5.9)
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play the role of the coordinate variables and their conjugate momenta, respectively.
We shall refer to Aiˆa and E˜ iˆa as the graded connection and the graded momentum,
respectively.
Now let us define the graded variables Aa and E˜a:
Aa := AiˆaJiˆ, E˜a := E˜ iˆaJ iˆ. (5.10)
Then the kinetic terms of Eq. (4.2) are expressed as a simple form, 2 STr(E˜aA˙a), due
to the relation STr(J iˆJjˆ) = (1/2)δ
iˆ
jˆ
. Furthermore, we can show that the divergence
of E˜a can be rewritten as
DaE˜a := ∂aE˜a + [Aa, E˜a}
= ∂aE˜ iˆaJ iˆ +AiˆaE˜ jˆ a[Jiˆ, J jˆ}
= CiˆJ
iˆ. (5.11)
Therefore, the Gauss, U(1) gauge and right-handed SUSY constraints are unified
into the G2SU(2) Gauss law
DaE˜a = 0. (5.12)
The left-handed SUSY constraint can also be expressed by using the graded
variables, Aiˆa and E˜ iˆa as in the case of N = 1 chiral SUGRA [4]. Indeed, LS(I)A of
Eq. (4.10) can be rewritten as
LS(I)A = λ−1(C(I)A iˆjˆkˆ ǫabc E˜ iˆaE˜ jˆ b
+λ−1E−2C(I)A
lˆmˆnˆiˆjˆkˆ ǫdef ǫcgh E˜ lˆeE˜ mˆf E˜ nˆgE˜ iˆhE˜ jˆ d) (Bkˆc ± 2iλ2E˜ kˆc)
= 0, (5.13)
where C(I)A
iˆjˆkˆ and C(I)A
lˆmˆnˆiˆjˆkˆ are defined by
C(I)A
IJα := −1
2
(σIσJ)A
Bδ(I)(J), (5.14)
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C(I)A
LMNIα8 := − i
4
(σLσMσNσI)A
Bǫ(I)(J) (5.15)
while all other components vanish, and the signatures ± in the parenthesis of Eq.
(5.13) are taken to be + for kˆ = I, 8 while − for kˆ = α. In Eq. (5.13) we have also
defined Biˆa as Biˆa = (1/2)ǫabcF iˆbc with
F iˆab := 2 ∂[aAiˆb] + f jˆkˆ iˆAjˆaAkˆb
=
(
F Iab + 2iλψ(I)A[aσI |AB|ψ(I)Bb],
2(D[aψ(J)Ab] − λA[aψ(J)Ab])ǫ(I)(J),
Fab +
1√
2
ǫAB(ψ
(I)A
[aψ
(J)B
b])ǫ
(I)(J)
)
, (5.16)
where F Iab := 2 ∂[aAIb] + i ǫIJKAJaAKb.
6. Quantization in the graded-connection representation
In this section, we consider the canonical quantization of N = 2 chiral SUGRA
in the graded-connection representation: Namely, quantum states are represented
by wavefunctionals Ψ[A], and operators of the graded variables (Aˆiˆa, ˆ˜E iˆa) act on
Ψ[A] as
AˆiˆaΨ[A] = AiˆaΨ[A], ˆ˜E iˆaΨ[A] = ∓i
δ
δAiˆa
Ψ[A], (6.1)
where the signatures in front of the derivative (δ/δAiˆa) are taken to be − for iˆ = I, 8
while + for iˆ = α. In N = 1 chiral SUGRA [4], there are two main results about
solutions of quantum constraints in the graded-connection representation of GSU(2)
as in the case of pure gravity [19, 20]. One is that with the factor-ordering of the
triads to the right Wilson loops of the graded connection are annihilated by the
quantum Gauss and right-handed SUSY constraints, and also annihilated by the
quantum left-handed SUSY contraint for smooth loops (which do not have kinks
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or intersections). The other is that with ordering the triads to the left in the left-
handed SUSY constraint the exponential of the Chern-Simons form built with the
graded connection solves all quantum constraints with a cosmological constant.
Let us examine quantum constraints for the above two cases in N = 2 chi-
ral SUGRA, for which the left-handed SUSY constraint of Eq. (5.13) involves a
nonpolynomial factor E−2 like the Hamiltonian constraint in the Einstein-Maxwell
theory in the Ashtekar variable [17]. Firstly, we consider Wilson loops of the graded
connection for G2SU(2),
Wγ[A] = STr
[
P exp
(∮
γ
dyaAa(y)
)]
, (6.2)
where the path ordered exponential is used and γ denotes loops on Σ. The Wilson
loops of Eq. (6.2) areG2SU(2) invariant so that they are annihilated by the quantum
G2SU(2) Gauss law (5.12), and for smooth loops they are also annihilated by the
rescaled left-handed SUSY constraint, Eˆ2(LSˆ(I)A ). However, if the rescaled constraint
is to be equivalent with the original constraint, then Eq. (6.2) fails to be solutions
in N = 2 chiral SUGRA as stated in [17] since the operator Eˆ2 annihilates Wγ [A].
Secondly, we consider the exponential of the Chern-Simons form built with the
graded connection of G2SU(2),
ΨCS[A] = exp
[
− 1
2λ2
∫
Σ
d3xǫabc STr
(
Aa∂bAc + 2
3
AaAbAc
)]
. (6.3)
This is an exact state functional that solves all quantum constraints of N = 2 chiral
SUGRA: In fact, Eq. (6.3) is annihilated by the G2SU(2) Gauss law because of a
G2SU(2) invariance for ΨCS[A], while it is annihilated by the quauntum left-handed
SUSY constraint for Eq. (5.13) with the factor-ordering of the triads to the left;
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namely,
LSˆ(I)A ΨCS[A] = . . .×
(
Bkˆc + 2λ2
δ
δAkˆc
)
ΨCS[A] = 0, (6.4)
since (δ/δAkˆc)ΨCS[A] = (−1/2λ2)BkˆcΨCS[A]. The ΨCS[A] of Eq. (6.3) coincides
with the N = 2 supersymmetric Chern-Simons solution obtained in [8, 10].
7. Conclusions
In this paper we have reconstructed the Ashtekar’s canonical formulation of
N = 2 SUGRA starting from the N = 2 chiral Lagrangian derived by closely
following the method employed in the usual SUGRA. We have modified the Maxwell
kinetic term as (F (−)µν )
2 in the globally O(2) invariant Lagrangian obtained in [14]. In
addition we have gauged O(2) invariance of the Lagrangian so that we have obtained
the full graded algebra, G2SU(2), of the Gauss, U(1) gauge and right-handed SUSY
constraints in the canonical formulation. The left-handed SUSY constraint has the
nonpolynomial factor E−2 as in the case of the Einstein-Maxwell theory in the
Ashtekar variable [17].
We have introduced the graded variables (Aa, E˜a) associated with the G2SU(2)
algebra and showed that the G2SU(2) Gauss law, DaE˜a = 0, coincides with the
Gauss, U(1) gauge and right-handed SUSY constraints. We have also rewritten
the left-handed SUSY constraint in terms of the graded variables. Based on the
representation in which the graded connection is diagonal, we have examined the
solutions of quantum constraints obtained in N = 1 chiral SUGRA [4]; namely,
Wilson loops of the graded connection, Wγ [A], and the exponential of the Chern-
Simons form built with the graded connection, ΨCS[A]. If the left-handed SUSY
constraint rescaled by E2 is to be equivalent with the original constraint, then the
Wilson loops ofWγ [A] fail to be solutions in N = 2 chiral SUGRA since the operator
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Eˆ2 annihilates Wγ[A]. On the other hand, the exponential of the Chern-Simons
form, ΨCS[A], is an exact state functional that solves all quantum constraints of
N = 2 chiral SUGRA. This solution was first derived in [8] in the 2-form SUGRA,
and later given in [10] based on the BF theory. In this paper we have obtained the
same result starting from the chiral Lagrangian which is closely related to the usual
SUGRA.
The extension to higher N SUGRA is now investigated.
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